ABSTRACT
The processes through which course selections accumulate into college pathways in US higher education is poorly instrumented for observation at scale. We offer an analytic toolkit, called Via, which transforms commonly available enrollment data into formal graphs that are amenable to interactive visualizations and computational exploration. The tool is intended for a variety of stakeholders: college students, instructors, and administrators. We explain the procedures required to project the enrollment records onto graphs, and then demonstrate the toolkit utilizing eighteen years of enrollment data at a large private research university. We show that resulting findings complement prior research on higher education.
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INTRODUCTION
US higher education is unique in the world in the extent to which schools expect undergraduates to explore a variety of courses before committing to a field of study. In contrast with virtually all other national postsecondary systems, in which students enter schools and programs with relatively structured curricula, US undergraduates are encouraged to explore a variety of academic options through an iterative course search and selection process. We call a student’s eventual sequence of course elections a pathway. Pathways are notoriously poorly instrumented for observation by students, educators, administrators or researchers [10].

While enriching when successful, the contingencies of course elections that accumulate into pathways is poorly understood and are almost always fateful. Ethnographic research suggests that students tend to select courses based on partial, poorly integrated information, in light of logistical constraints and personal preferences that have little directly to do with academics [30, 36, 37]. Absent conscientious design and signposting, students can easily spend time, credit hours, and tuition accumulating courses that do not lead efficiently to majors and completion [2]. In addition to students, many other academic stakeholders could benefit from better information about college pathways. The work and priorities of instructors, department chairs, deans, and budget officers are implicated in the relative clarity of pathways and the efficiency with which courses can be sequenced to degree completion.

Fortunately the information necessary to observe pathways systematically and at scale is present in all colleges and universities in the form of academic transcripts. Transcripts are the official records documenting courses accumulated by each student as he or she makes academic progress. Yet transcripts typically are housed in tables of databases to which few have access, and in their “raw” form exceptionally opaque to interpretation. Most schools have specialized staff who generate specifically requested reports for individuals in high level academic positions, but these personnel typically cannot interact directly with all the parties in need of insight on pathways at varying levels of detail.

We report here on Via, an analytic toolkit we have built to observe and understand undergraduate pathways utilizing de-identified transcript data held by a large private research university. Our approach is to provide a zoomable, investigative instrument for large-scale, qualitative and quantitative investigations of pathways. Built on graph theory, Via provides a visual interface for observing the course sequences embedded in tens of thousands of transcripts. In addition, Via’s grounding
in graphs allows us to bring associated mathematical computations to bear on the problem of pathway evolution.

Graph approaches have been applied to a wide variety of other tasks, such as detecting communities [18], collecting materials for survey articles [26], the augmentation of collaborative recommendation records [23], predicting future collaborations between scholars [29], and suggesting drug interactions [46]. Our primary contribution in this paper is to apply graph approaches to the sequencing of academic coursework. Because our analytic strategy relies on data of a sort held by every legally recognized US college and university, it is amenable to application throughout the US postsecondary sector.

In our first approximation here, we convert transcript information describing course enrollments at our case school to directed graphs, with nodes modeling courses, links modeling sequential enrollments, and link weights modeling conditional probabilities of enrolling in a particular course before another. We partition the graphs by the departments to which each course is officially associated by the university registrar. An existing graphing tool [40] exposes more or less information, depending on chosen zoom levels.

After related work and a brief introduction to our dataset, Section 4 introduces how we construct the node and edge relationships in the Via network. Section 5 then demonstrates the visual component of the model. Section 6 highlights diverse use-cases of our model to address questions of different academic stakeholders: students, instructors, and administrators. This final section demonstrates the wider applicability of our model, by comparing our results against well-studied phenomena in education research.

RELATED WORK

The dangers of choice overload are well documented. Research in marketing [8] and psychology [38, 24] has demonstrated both the stated preference for choice and improved factual success when choice is limited. In higher education, Bake et al. [4] find that simply reducing choice is not an acceptable answer. While students do not have strong reactions to increased guidance, they react negatively to a reduction in choice. Thus enriching guidance is one promising approach. The author of [43] shows that simulations and predictions based on student models can successfully identify points where advisors could intervene to improve graduation outcomes.

Community colleges and other broad-access schools are at least as affected by the tension between the benefits of choice and student confusion. Educational outcomes in community colleges are negatively affected by “chaotic enrollment patterns” [12, 3, 39]. A number of these institutions have explored options for improved support by providing “guided pathways” [25], but without the benefit of graph visualization and other computational techniques. A few comprehensive universities have built carefully instrumented “early alert” and other advising tools utilizing institutional data [16], but the computational techniques underlie these tools remain opaque.

Throughout both the social and physical sciences, graphs are used to visualize, simplify and facilitate computational analyses of complex dynamic systems. Graphs have been applied to model a diverse set of networks such as food chains [21], the human genome [35] and ecological systems [17]. Within the social sciences, graphing methods have a long history of application in the study of systems-level phenomena [7]. The use of graphs within the social sciences was particularly spurred on by the insight that human societies could be structured like biological systems. The 19th century French philosopher, Emile Durkheim, argued for instance that social regularities could be found in the structure of social environments in which they were embedded [14]. By studying systemic regularities it is possible to derive macro-level insights about the structure of many micro-level interactions.

Since the mid-1950s, graphs have been applied to model the flow of information in social and professional networks. As part of the MIT Group Networks Laboratory, Leavitt et al. observed how the structure of interpersonal relationships between groups of coworkers facilitated the spread of information throughout a team of colleagues [28]. More recently, similar methods have been applied to study how workplace professional networks influence the spread of information through company email chains [15]. The modeling of knowledge transmission parallels closely how graph-theoretic methods have been applied to understand social dynamics in the field of education. Studies of citation networks, for instance, describe how intellectual advances spread through academic space [5, 19].

A number of the challenges posed in representing citation networks, such as learning optimal edge weights, are directly applicable to the problem of modeling course sequences. Within citation networks, it is useful to modulate the edge strength between two papers in order to represent the relative influence of a cited paper. Batagelj proposes solutions to this problem by introducing SPC weights on each edge of the network to capture the incoming and outgoing “flow of information” for a given paper [5]. Hajra et al. also observe aging phenomena among papers in which the probability that a paper is cited decays with time at an exponential rate proportional to \( e^{-0.09} \) up to ten years after its publication date [20]. Course selection may display a similar exponential time-dependent probability. Moreover, just as citation networks provide a framework for modeling the flow of knowledge within academia, course sequence networks imply shared and prerequisite knowledge between courses.

Also analogous to our particular framework is recent work done in the field of representing social connections within massive open online courses (MOOCs). Large online education providers, such as Coursera, use thread messaging boards to facilitate collaboration between students. Within these forums, any student in a particular course can post a question or remark to start a thread of conversation. The data gathered from these educational messaging boards enables researchers to study the exchange of information between students [9], the influence of students on others’ participation in the course [42] and more general social dynamics of a class.

Sinha et al., for instance, model each participant within a particular Coursera class as a node, and draw a directed edge...
from a thread or sub-thread initiator to any of the people who engaged in that discussion [41]. By doing so, the authors are able to represent the flow of topics and engagement within the social dynamics of a certain course. Sinha et al. were able to analyze measures of degree and betweenness centrality on this model of student engagement, in order to understand the influence of discussion initiators on the overall collaboration of students in the class. The parallels are made clear if we interpret discussion topics as self-contained units of knowledge that are part of a course.

Similarly to our network construction, Sinha et al. use a gradient coloring of nodes to indicate its relative betweenness centrality. Zhu et al. also seek to model the engagement of students in discussion forums on a week-by-week basis using Exponential Graph Models (EGM) [45]. The use of EGMs allows the authors to model a student’s participation for a given week by incorporating a student’s performance for both the previous and subsequent weeks. While inspired by EGMs, our model does not directly include aggregate network statistics, in order to compute node and edge properties. Instead, we model the probability of two courses being taken sequentially given data in which the courses may have been taken several academic terms apart. Finally, NetworkSeer uses a similar modeling framework as in the previous papers but additionally models individual students’ demographic information within the course discussion thread [44]. Although we do not have direct access to students’ demographic data, our model uses a student’s final major to study the differences in course-taking behavior between students.

The social dynamics of student participation in MOOCs and the spread of knowledge through citation networks are the closest parallel to modeling students’ course-taking behavior in US universities. Courses can be observed as distinct units of information that share overlap and prerequisite knowledge with other courses. Academic publications and forum discussions are similarly self-contained units of knowledge that build upon and interact with other publications and discussion threads, respectively. Given a dearth of direct research in course sequence networks, our Via toolkit builds upon the modeling frameworks of citation graphs and MOOC social dynamic networks. In contrast, course embeddings [33] represent courses and enrollments as vectors, which are then clustered and otherwise manipulated.

**Data Preprocessing**

Data preprocessing involved the parsing of the requisite information made available through the dataset; for each student, all courses are paired with their terms of enrollment. In order to preserve the normal, sequential nature of courses across academic years, we omit the Summer Period from all experiments. Student metadata is not incorporated in the generation of sequence projection models; however, we do filter by student attributes in order to create subsets of the original dataset – a strategy that might also be deployed with demographic or other student characteristics.

**METHODOLOGY**

Our first challenge is to build an expressive, yet interpretable model of course-to-course interactions that results in the graph based representation of academic pathways. The representation must support the desired ability to discover student enrollment patterns over time and enrollment interactions between departments.

Towards this end, we compile student-to-course enrollment information into what we will call a course-to-course projection model, a network that represents courses as nodes and course relationships as weighted edges. Figure 1 illustrates the process. We begin with a matrix $M$ representing student enrollment in courses over time. Indeed, we can interpret this matrix $M$ as the adjacency matrix of a bipartite, labeled graph documenting the interaction of student nodes with course nodes. We end with a matrix $P$ that defines a projection of the courses in $M$, where edge weights signify how strongly two courses are linked. This projection can be visualized as a network such as the one found in Figure 2, which maps all course interactions in a way that describes the aggregate behavior of student enrollment patterns.

Combined with an existing graph manipulation kit—in our case [40]—the graph described by $P$ serves as our target toolkit for university stakeholders. We now show how we endow the construction process of $P$ with flexibility that can tune the
resulting graph for visualizations that help answer a variety of questions.

As per the overview above, the first step is to prepare a sequence matrix. The second involves the calculation of the projection. The following sections merely formalize the overview.

**Sequence Matrix Generation**

Via receives data in the form of tabular student enrollment records. The input to the projection algorithm is a matrix $M$ of shape $(|S|, |C|)$, where $S$ is the set of all students and $C$ is the set of all courses. A given entry $M_{ij}$ represents the time when a student $i$ enrolls in some course $j$. For example, an entry $M_{ij} = 1$ signifies that student $i$ enrolled in course $j$ during their first academic term, generally quarter or semester. An entry $M_{ij} = 0$ implies that $i$ never enrolled in $j$. This thus implies that each row $m_i$ represents the entire course enrollment history of some student $i$. We generate various forms of matrix $M$ from the raw enrollment data by filtering on different student attributes. The nature of the filter depends on the questions being asked. For example, if we are only interested in those who majored in the Humanities, we would limit $M$ to this student subset. Another filter one might apply at this step is year of enrollment, if only that time slice is of interest. The more filtering is applied to $M$ the faster the subsequent processing, and visual interaction response.

Our data provides information on each enrollment’s time, the enrolling student’s major at the time of enrollment, and the student’s final major. Depending on data availability, filters based on gender, status as underrepresented minority, or college entrance scores could be applied as well.

**Graph Projection**

Next, given the sequence matrix $M$, we generate the matrix $P$ of shape $(|C|, |C|)$. This matrix represents the adjacency matrix for a one-mode projection of the bipartite network specified by matrix $M$. We weight each edge in $P$ with conditional probabilities that describe how likely one is to take one course given another course. Thus, entry $P_{ij}$ represents the conditional probability of taking course $j$ given that one has taken course $i$. $P$ aggregates students, losing some information, but gaining the probability of moving from one course to another.

Matrix $P$ is thus a representation of how even non-adjacent course nodes in $M$ interact, based on the nature of student enrollment. We use this matrix $P$ as the basis of all calculations and visualizations. The parameters for the conditional probabilities are fit based on counts determined in the calculation of intermediary matrix $P$ of shape $(|C|, |C|)$. We calculate each entry $P_{ij}$ by accumulating the occurrences of course $i$ taken at some point before course $j$ across all students in set $S$:

$$P_{ij} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \mathbb{1}\{M_{si} - M_{sj} \geq 0\} \ast d(M_{si} - M_{sj})$$

where $M_{si} - M_{sj}$ is the academic timestep delta (commonly measured in semesters, or quarters) between a student $s$’s taking course $i$ and course $j$. Function $d$ is a second point in the visualization construction where flexibility is provided.

The function may be chosen to de-emphasize the connection between subsequent courses.

For example, in an analysis of degree completion we may be interested in cases when course offerings were taken as closely together as possible. In contrast, when planning curricula we may wish simply to learn the probabilities of two courses taken in sequence, even if several academic terms apart.

Function $d$ may be chosen to be continuous or discrete. For example, the following choice attenuates the relationship between two courses through an exponential decay over enrollment term distance:

$$P_{ij} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \mathbb{1}\{M_{si} - M_{sj} \geq 0\} \ast \lambda^{M_{si} - M_{sj}}$$

where, $\lambda$ is a constant that controls decay rate. Intuitively, this type of function gives more weight to close course-pair enrollments than temporally distant course-pair enrollments.

Alternatively, we may choose a function $d$ that tallies a relationship between two courses only when course $j$ immediately follows course $i$. In the following example, elapsed time between two courses beyond one term would sever the relationship:

$$d = \begin{cases} 1, & M_{si} - M_{sj} = 1 \\ 0, & M_{si} - M_{sj} > 1 \end{cases}$$

More elaborate discrete functions could amplify course relationships of particular time distances.

Using $P$, we calculate the final projection matrix $\hat{P}$. In some experiments, we set $P = \hat{P}$, in order to gain access to a raw count projection matrix. In other experiments, we set $P$ to be a matrix of conditional probabilities between courses. In this case, each entry $P_{ij}$ is a conditional probability $p(j|i)$ whose parameters are computed using the following closed form expression:

$$P_{ij} = \frac{P_{ij}}{\sum_{s=1}^{S} \mathbb{1}\{M_{si} > 0\}}$$

$P_{ij}$ thus represents the proportion of students who take the course sequence: course $i$ followed by $j$ out of the total number of students who take course $i$ at any point. One may note that this bears a resemblance to a Bayesian Network; however, we make the assumption that the process of transitioning from course node to course node is Markovian in nature. This eases implementation but precludes our model from being a true Bayesian Network due to the emergence of cycles.

In the following section we describe how we combine the projection matrix with an existing graph visualization tool. For simplicity we choose the timestep delta function $d$ to be discrete, although we will alter the nature of the function for different examples.

**GRAPH VISUALIZATION**

We use Cytoscape to visualize the generated network [40]. Cytoscape was developed to model biological systems and
We begin by showing how we have elaborated upon and presented a mapping of student-wide trends that have been independently observed in the literature.

**Evolution of Department Accessibility**

We begin by showing how **Via** recovers high-level, university-wide trends that have been independently observed in the literature.

In particular, we determine the overall accessibility of departments at varying historic time periods. By accessibility we mean the breadth of courses that feed into particular departments. Alternatively, the term describes the degree to which courses in one department act as resources for students who take courses beyond their immediate core interest.

Our analysis employs the PageRank algorithm devised by Page et al. [32]. We compute PageRank on a series of networks generated from three different temporal slices of the dataset. The conclusions we derive from our analysis are directly applicable only to the university from which we acquire our data. However, the manner in which we employ the Via toolkit holds generally, and can be used on any dataset similar in structure to our own.

In particular, a temporal analysis of changing course enrollment patterns can be achieved by leveraging the course-level attribute filtering mechanism of our model. Recall that the Via toolkit allows users to specify particular attributes to filter by when creating a final projection graph. Our dataset contains entries for the date at which a particular course was completed from 2000 to 2018. Using this information we create three separate course sequence graphs.

Each graph represents course sequences for courses enrolled in between each of the following time windows: 1) 2000-2008, 2) 2005-2013, and 3) 2010-2018. We use raw counts of consecutive course enrollments from term to term in order to define edge weights between courses. The PageRank execution then turns those raw counts into transition probabilities.

On these separate networks, we run PageRank with random restarts in order to determine a general distribution over the courses in a particular network. Observe that the final state distribution of the PageRank scores can be interpreted as the probability of ending up at a certain node given a set of random walks. We then sum the PageRank scores of courses to represent and analyze the overall PageRank distribution of the departments within the filtered time-windows. We do the same with a network generated on students who graduated with Bachelors of Arts degrees. The results of running PageRank on these two sets of three graphs are presented in Figure 3.

We can interpret the final results as follows: for a given department $D$ with PageRank score $X$, starting at a random course, and selecting successors according to successor probability will land students in $D (X \times 100)\%$ of the time. Thus, the percentages in Figure 3 signal the ease with which a department’s courses are found from the other courses in the graph.

More generally, we can interpret the relative size of the departments in the Figure 3 as the accessibility of departments across the different disciplines at the university throughout any time period in an undergraduate’s career. One could interpret this quantity as having an inverse relationship with the activation energy required to begin taking courses in a given department. In this case a department’s high PageRank score would indicate a relative ease of entering and taking a course within a particular department. While closely linked, this ease differs from metrics regarding course composition and univer-
We observe that between 2000 and 2018, the PageRank score with computer science and statistics. These two trends are strongly correlated, as the technical courses is primarily the greater monetary compensation and 2017. Driving student’s decisions to enroll in more tech-
crease upwards of 150% of student enrollment between 2000 computer science courses have all shown a demonstrable in-
variation greatly [11]. Introductory, mid-level and upper-level students majoring in STEM, and particularly computer science
ication researchers. Over the past 20 years the proportion of majors in Computer Science has not experienced a constant exponential in-
crease in popularity. Rather, 2005 was one of the years with the lowest rates of students who self-reported interest in major-
ing in Computer Science when entering college [34]. Between 2000 and 2008 it was, in fact, economics and business-related courses that remained one of the most popular majors of study nation wide [31]. Overall, our quantitative analysis is able to corroborate much of the education research regarding course enrollment patterns over the past 20 years. We stress that the methodology used to generate these results is not dependent on the source of data, but is rather facilitated by the graphical modeling of student course enrollments that Via enables. In addition, the incorporation of filtering mechanisms beyond time, such as student demographics, would allow for more fine grained understanding of course accessibility based on enrollment data alone.

Student Stakeholders
Among university stakeholders, students are one of the principal groups that would benefit from the visual insights that can be gleaned from the Via toolkit. In this section we will highlight two particular use cases. First, our visual modeling of course sequences allows a student to identify which majors require students to take courses from within only a certain department, and which allow for more academic exploration across departments. We can report this result both visually, by directly looking at the intra-department orange arrows in a graph, and by calculating the modularity of certain departments. Modularity is a metric that represents the connectivity of clusters within a graph, by calculating the over-representation of edges among groups of nodes.

In Figure 4, we compare the interconnectivity of the History and Electric Engineering majors. Observe that the rings come
from a conditional probability projection model using a discrete discount function $d$ that only captured proximate course enrollments (one academic time-step apart). Here we see that the visualizations align with the modularity scores associated with History (0.003) and Electrical Engineering (0.028). The higher the modularity score the more a department is intra-connected. This effect is caused by highly prescriptive requirement structures.

As a second use case, we illustrate how Via can be leveraged to discover the “try-me” courses. Departments offer such service courses for students majoring in unrelated fields, but who are interested in exploring other areas of study. Via enables quick discovery of such courses.

We find the “try-me” courses by filtering on students of a particular major during sequence matrix generation. We then identify the most popular courses within this generated graph that are not in the major used as a filter. For instance, by filtering on the History major, we observe that of the History majors, nearly 28% take CS105 and 21% take CS106A. These trends are visualized through variations in node coloration in Figure 5.

First, we study which classes tend to guide a student into a particular major during sequence matrix generation. We then decide to enroll in a particular course are the learning value that are not in the major used as a filter. For instance, by filtering on the History major, we observe that of the History majors, nearly 28% take CS105 and 21% take CS106A. These trends are visualized through variations in node coloration in Figure 5.

Babad et al. have discovered that the primary reasons students decide to enroll in a particular course are the learning value of the class followed closely by the lecture style [1]. Particularly difficult courses are avoided by students unless otherwise required. Our assessment of the recommended Computer Science “try-me” courses for History majors corroborates these results. Although CS106A is branded as the most popular introductory Computer Science course at the university from which we have acquired our dataset, CS105 presents itself as the Computer Science course for non-majors and is also known to be less rigorous. Our Via toolkit is thus able to offer a more personalized course discovery system for students of a particular major.

Instructor Stakeholders

Instructors are a second group of stakeholders that can benefit from the easy interpretability of our course sequence visualizations. It is of particular interest to instructors to gain an overview of the sorts of students that are enrolling in their courses, in order to customize and improve lesson plans [27].

We show that it is possible to use the course probabilities associated with course-to-course interactions to study the background of students who take higher-level Spanish language courses. We accomplish this analysis by examining the conditional probability graph generated with all enrollment data. We set our function $d$ as sensitive only to enrollments in course pairs within one year of each other in order to capture delayed enrollment behaviors. We can thus interpret edge weights as probability $p(i|j)$ within the past year. In Figure 7, we examine the courses associated with the V-structure colored in red—SPANLANG3 (bottom), SPANLANG2A (left), and SPANLANG11C (top). SPANLANG3 is the final term of the non-accelerated offering of the first-year Spanish language sequence, SPANLANG2A is the final term of the accelerated first-year sequence (often taken by students with prior exposure to the language through high school programs), and SPANLANG11C is the first academic term of the second-year sequence.

From the visualization alone, it is evident that the relationship between SPANLANG3 and SPANLANG11C is stronger than the relationship between SPANLANG2A and SPANLANG11C. Indeed, the probability that a student enrolls in SPANLANG11C within a year of completing SPANLANG3 is almost three times that of a student who enrolls in SPANLANG11C after completing SPANLANG2A, with $p(\text{SPANLANG11C}|\text{SPANLANG3}) = 0.038$ and $p(\text{SPANLANG11C}|\text{SPANLANG2A}) = 0.013$. It is possible that this effect stems from a difference in the instruction of grammatical foundations in the university’s introductory courses, and high school language programs. If so, then this observation is in accordance with the research of Leaver et al., which details the significance in varying teaching philosophies commonly seen in foreign language classrooms at different language acquisition levels [27].

While one may interpret this observation in many ways, we argue that the simplicity of the process through which this information can be found greatly decreases the time and effort required to observe enrollment patterns from the perspective of university administrations.

Administrator Stakeholders

Finally, our model provides an intuitive medium for understanding department-wide dynamics across varying student demographics. Administrators in charge of course resource allocation may be interested in the enrollment patterns of students as they move through a department’s course offerings. We provide two use cases to illustrate how Via can be leveraged to derive insights into the structure of courses within departments.

First, we study which classes tend to guide a student into a certain department. We report the top 10 classes within a department that, once taken by a student, have the highest average number of subsequent enrollments within the same department. In Figure 6 we show the student persistence within a department using a raw count projection model with discrete discount function $d$ that captured all non-co-enrollment relationships between courses from 2014-2018. This “persistence within a department” metric can be computed for a given class $i$ in a department $x$ by finding the out-degree of the class node and then dividing by the total number of students who enrolled in class $i$. This method is equivalent to finding the expected number of courses taken within department $x$ after
enrollment in class $t$. Observe that this is robust to a course’s discontinuation across academic years due to the conditions under which the ratio is calculated. Here we measure the average number of courses taken within a department after having enrolled in a given course. Within the Biology and Chemistry departments, we recover the insight that the 1-unit companion courses to the introductory courses (BIO41A and CHEM31AC for Biology and Chemistry, respectively) increased student persistence. Intuitively, this observation indicates that enrollment in these courses led to an overall increase in the number of courses taken within the department, on average. We contrast this with the Math department. Students who enrolled in the most courses offered within the Math department were those who enrolled in the first course of the honors multivariable mathematics sequence, MATH51H. This observation can be explained by the fact that the classes in the primary introductory course sequence in the Math department (MATH51, MATH52, MATH53) often serve as prerequisite courses for classes in other departments in engineering and social sciences. Enrolling in the honors-level mathematics sequence perhaps indicates a given student’s higher intrinsic inclination to the subject matter. **Course Roles:** courses often play particular roles in their department, or across a university. We already mentioned service courses that provide non majors with a taste of the department’s discipline. Personnel within a department generally understand these roles. But department outsiders do not possess such knowledge. Researchers such as education or sociology scholars studying universities and colleges other than their own have even less access to role information.

We illustrate here how Via can recover course “roles.” The application of more sophisticated algorithms rooted in graph theory allows Via users to detect both roles and communities within course networks. To this end we applied a RolX [22] analysis. The analysis requires enrollment data alone. Intuitively, the analysis attempts to identify sets of nodes across a graph that are similar in the subgraph structure that surrounds them. The algorithm then attempts to identify families of such nodes, analogously to how k-means defines clusters. As with clustering, RolX does not provide semantics for discovered clusters. Those must be provided by human interpretation.

Figure 8, presents the usage of RolX to discover the roles of courses as they pertain to students. We posit the successful recovery of introductory courses (Role 1, red), intermediate courses (Role 2, blue), and senior project / enrichment courses (Role 3, green). This assignment of roles is supported by the NodeSense metrics that are returned by the RolX algorithm. We will examine these metrics by case. According to the NodeSense metrics, Role 1 is a classification whose member nodes tend to have high closeness to other nodes, as well as a very low in-degree. These properties, coupled with high betweenness, signify that these nodes are likely gateway courses that enable students who enroll in these courses to access new parts of the network, perhaps through an acquisition of foundational skills.

It may seem counter intuitive that introductory courses have low in-degree. Recall, however, that inflow represents students arriving from other courses. Yet, introductory courses are often consumed by students just entering higher education. They will not yet have taken other courses. In our graph model there will thus not be a ‘feeder course,’ because we do not model high school-terminating courses.

Role 2, which includes courses with high out-degree and high pagerank score, can be interpreted as intermediate level courses, which are less accessible than Role 1 nodes yet lead to a more diverse set of courses. A low betweenness score in this case likely points to the fact that there are many ways to navigate the mid-level requirements of one’s undergraduate career.

Finally there are the Role 3 courses, which show themselves to have very low closeness, betweenness and degree. We posit that these are enrichment or senior project courses, which lead...
to very few follow up courses, either due to completion of the degree or due to students who only enroll to try out a new subject.

Although RolX role assignments were developed using conditional probability edge weights, we find that membership in Roles 1,2, and 3 align well with high, medium, and low persistence scores of Figure 6. This consistency further supports the above role interpretations.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have described and demonstrated our Via toolkit, which is constructed atop a new approach for visualizing and interpreting transcript enrollment data. Such data are available at every major US university. Via allows stakeholders as diverse as students, instructors, and administrators to understand aggregate student behavior over time. Using graph visualization and graph theoretic computation in concert we have presented several Via use cases.

We explained the process through which standard enrollment data can be transformed into graph structures that may be tuned to particular investigative goals. This flexibility arises both during graph construction, and during interactive manipulation of the graphs. We deploy the existing tool Cytoscape for such manipulations, but other tools may be just as appropriate, once graphs are constructed through the algorithm we have presented.

We will continue our exploration by investigating networks with multiple node types: one to represent students, another to model courses. The answers to other types of questions will be found through this different family of graphs.

We further plan to extend Via to include support for simulations and what-if analyses. Further effort will also need to be invested into making the graph construction process easy to use.

Many questions may be answered by skillful SQL queries over university datasets. But these approaches often fall short when questions are not yet clearly defined, and relatively large amounts of data need to be shaped and reshaped to discover patterns. As postsecondary education is increasingly held accountable for performance, a deep understanding of such patterns and trends over time will be required. We have presented a fresh step toward such capability.
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